
The Magnettes - tech-rider, festivals, 2022
Updated: 2022-07-18

The band consists of 3 people + 1 guest performer. Unless otherwise stated, the perfor-
mers are:

Sanna Kalla - lead vocals
Rebecka Digervall - lead vocals, electric guitar
Tomas Bäcklund Tuneström - MainStage Rig, floor tom, drum pads, electric guitar
Jonas Marklund (guest performer) - drum pads, floor tom

Monitors:
The band requires a minimum of 3 monitors on 3 separate systems. An ideal setup 
would be 4 monitors downstage (spaced evenly DL to DR), 2 monitors upstage (by the 
drum rig, i.e. URC and ULC) as well as side fill monitors. 

Channel list:
01 - 02: Laptop D.I. (backtracks + MainStage, 2 channels)
03 - 04: Drum Pad D.I. (2 channels)
05: Floor tom
06: Crash cymbal L
07: Crash cymbal R
08: Gtr Amp SC-L (Tomas)
09: Gtr Amp SC-R (Rebecka)
10: Lead Vox 1 SC-L (Rebecka)
11: Lead Vox 2 SC-R (Sanna)

Backline request:
One (1) drum riser/podium - minimum size 2m x 3m (7ft x 10 ft)
Two (2) Keyboard Stands (must be double-braced) OR one (1) 2-Tier Keyboard Stand
Three (3) Cymbal Stands (1 for drum pad, 2 for crash cymbals)
Two (2) Crash Cymbals
One (1) Floor Tom
Two (2) Guitar Amps (Fender Hot-Rod Deluxe or similar)
Two (2) Wireless Lead Vocal Microphones (back-up)
Two (2) Tall Microphone Stands for Lead Vocals (ideally boom-less K&M 26250 or similar)
Two (2) Tall Microphone Stands for OH
Two (2) Short Microphone Stands (for guitar amps)
One (1) Microphone Clip (for floor tom) OR 1 suitable Microphone Stand
Two (2) Microphones for OH (crash cymbal), pref. SDCs
One (1) Microphone for Floor Tom
Two (2) Microphones for Guitar Amps
Four (4) high-quality D.I.-boxes OR Two (2) Stereo D.I.- boxes, equipped with switches for 
ground lift, pad and phantom power

+ XLR cords, power strips

NOTE: The Magnettes travel lightly to cut production costs. All backline and tech arrange-
ments and ensuing costs are to be covered by the event organiser, i.e. the party respon-
sible for the event and the engaging of the band. Any changes to these conditions or ex-
pectations, as well as questions regarding the possibility or plausibility of the delivery of 



the requests found in this rider, are to be brought to the attention of the band as soon as 
possible. Compromises are usually possible, but must be made in agreement with all in-
volved parties. 

Contact - management:
Peter Åstedt
info@musichelp.se

Contact - tech/band:
Tomas Bäcklund Tuneström
tomasbacklund@me.com / 070 - 61 43 567
Sanna Kalla
themagnettes@gmail.com / 073 - 809 53 74
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